QuikDeck® Suspended Access System
Provides factory-floor-like working conditions. Build in the air or on the ground and hoist into place with basic components that are easily handled by one person.

With more than 100 years of experience and our advanced planning, engineering and project management expertise, we can deliver your project on time and on budget.

Let BrandSafway help you access new heights.

SafCar® Personnel Hoists
Designed for high-rise applications, SafCar® has lifting speeds up to 298 feet per minute and can transport as much as 8,000 pounds vertically.

Spider® Powered Suspended Access Solutions
Flexible, lightweight and affordable. Modular access solutions. Traction and drum material hoists, work cages and systems, modular work platforms, rigging equipment, and fall protection systems.

Building Maintenance Units
Designed for access to the curtain facades on high-rise buildings for maintenance purposes which includes replacing glass panels, window cleaning, repairs and inspections.

HAKITEC® 750 Protection Systems – Temporary roofs, shelters and buildings
Designed specifically for the temporary housing of structures and equipment structures or creating a barrier from the weather. Safe, quick and easy to erect using modular components.

SafTran® Transport Platforms
For structures up to 150 feet high. Move crews and materials with lifting speeds of 40 feet per minute. Variety of configurations and wide-opening gates ease handling of large, heavy materials. Available in single- and double-mast installations. Designated operator not required.

Edge Protection, Stair Towers & Trash Chutes
Let us help you create a safe jobsite with edge protection, netting and containment solutions, stair towers and ramps for public access, and trash chutes for debris removal.

Scaffold Solutions
Delivering the broadest range of scaffold solutions – sectional, systems, "Surelock" (CupLok®), SafMax®, and SafLock System Scaffold® – supported by the most advanced engineering force in the industry.

Ready to Deliver
BrandSafway provides the widest range of access and industrial services in the industry.
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Local Management and Labor Solutions
The Broadest Portfolio
Productivity Increased at Every Level
Safety First and Foremost
Expertise Industry-Leading Depth/Range
Ready to Deliver

Aluma Systems Forming & Shoring
Delivers the broadest range of concrete forming and shoring solutions, including work and shoring frameworks, shoring systems and edge protection. Aluma has experience on site productivity 40% and improved cycle time.
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SafTran® Transport Platforms
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Let us help you create a safe jobsite with edge protection, netting and containment solutions, stair towers and ramps for public access, and trash chutes for debris removal.
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Local Management and Labor Solutions
The Broadest Portfolio
Productivity Increased at Every Level
Safety First and Foremost
Expertise Industry-Leading Depth/Range
BrandSafway has the largest range of products and services and the greatest depth of expertise.

**Suspended Work Access**
- QwikDeck® and QuikShield® Suspended Access Systems
- Spider® Powered Suspended Access Solutions

**Supported Scaffold**
- Systems® Scaffold
- SafeStil® Frame System
- QuickLok® Scaffold
- WACO® Frame Scaffold
- Frame & Brace
- Tube & Clamp
- HAKI® Mobile & Stationary Platforms

**Motorized Work Access**
- SafTran® Transport Platforms
- SafCar® Personnel Hoists
- SafRise® Mast Climbers

**Protection**
- HAKI® Weather Protection
- Edge Protection
- FallArrest Carapaces
- Netting

**Forming & Shoring**
- Aluma Systems
- Wall Formwork
- Slab Formwork
- Climbing Formwork
- Monolithic Formwork
- Shoring Solutions

**Other Services**
- Coatings
- Insulation
- Fastening
- Floorflushing

**Labor & Project Management**
- Design & Engineering
- Safety & Training

At Work For You™